GUIDE
IPX5 certified
Ratchet for adjustment of beam height
Smart Functions
Power Button

95/165 LUMENS

SMART FUNCTIONS

Powerful Cree Led pushes an impressive 95/165 Lumens,
providing good light for most situations

Instant off from any light mode, and memory function
which remembers which setting it was truned off from.

Power Button
Cree LED
Red Light

BATTERY INDICATOR

IPX5 CERTIFIED

Battery indicator lets you see when you are running low
on power, so your never left in the dark.

Splash waterprood so it can be used in rainy or wet conditions.

Battery Indicator

INTELLIGENT
PERFORMANCE
The new Guide provides strong all round performance, with 95 Lumens of smooth, evenly distributed light output. It provides good illumination for
most situations, whilst at the same time has a number of smart features. Instant off and the memory
function allows the light to be switched off from
any setting, and when powered back on returned
to that same setting - especially useful when combined with red light in order to negate loss of night
vision. In addition the 180 lumen Guide Pro features a stepless dimmer function to adapt the light
level exactly to the users requirement.

GUIDE
ABS

ABS

Bulb Type:

Cree XH-G 1w LED, 3mm red LED, 1mm battery
indicator (lights up when voltage is lower than
3.1V)

Cree XT-E 3w LED, 3mm red LED, 1mm battery
indicator (lights up when voltage is lower than
3.1V)

MaxOutput:

95 Lumens

165 Lumens

Operating Modes:

High > medium > low > red light

High > medium > low > red light

Burn Time:

14 Hrs High, 45 Hrs Medium, 60 Hrs Low

6 Hrs High, 12 Hrs Medium, 45 Hrs Low

Waterproofness:

IPX5

IPX5

Distance:

40 Meters

70 Meters

Battery Type:

3 x AAA (included)

3 x AAA (included)

Product Size:

59 x 42 x 33 mm

59 x 42 x 33 mm

Product Weight:

85g (inc. batteries)

85g (inc. batteries)

Colours Available:

Black

Black

SH654

SH655

OUR BEAUTIFUL PACKAGING
Each and every one of our Lighting products comes beautifully packaged and looks
great hanging or standing.

Furthermore the Guide is IPX5 rated making it
sufficiently waterproof to be used in rainy or wet
conditions. Its diminutive stature keeps the weight
close to the forehead and reduces perceived weight.
Combined with its firm and sturdy hinge, its small
stature allows adjustment of the light whilst keeping unwanted vibration during active use down to
a minimum. Finally there is the battery indicator,
which gives ample warning when the battery is
running low.

HELMET CLIPS
Our Helmet Clips can be used in conjunction with all standard head straps.
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GUIDE PRO

Material:

